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The letters oo can stand for two different sounds. 

The long sound is π, as in zπ. 
           rπm       pπl       sπn
The short sound is ∏, as in l∏k. 
           g∏d       c∏k       h∏d

Circle the correct word and mark oo long or short.

foot
fool
fall

stood
spoon
soon

town
tools
took

boot
book
back

word
wool
wood

hook
hoop
hood

fool
food
foot

brook
boom
boots

Write ew to complete the words.

The letters ew also sound like π in mπn.

new       blew       chew

9.

dr__

10.

fl__

11.

gr__

12.

thr__

5. 6. 7. 8.

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Spelling List

cook

took

foot

stood

too

tool

boot

soon

blew

chew

threw

grew

1.       

2.        3.   

4.        5.   

6.      

7.         8.   

9.   

We do

I do

past tense of grow, throw, and blow

rhymes with school rhymes with good

means also means before long

2 words that rhyme with book

 part of your body something you can wear

You do this when you eat.

Write the spelling words that are described.
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Remember, the letters oo and ew can sound like π.       moon       new   
Other letters, such as ue, can sound like π too.       blue       true

room

glue

boot

spoon

put

blew

so

threw

balloon

blue

mud

avenue

loop

food

value

flood

foot

toe

cow

too

blow

screw cut

book

hood
go

look

took

wood

good

stood

moo
truegrew

Start at the red star and draw a line connecting all the pumpkins that have the π sound  
on them to get to the big jack-o’-lantern at the end. 

BOO!
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1. The cow said   !  The goose said   !

2. The sheep said   !  The pig said   !

3. The cat said   !  The chick said   !  

4. The duck said   !  The chicken said   !

5. The mule said   !  The dog said   !

‘‘ ’’,
Write what the animals said. Use a comma and quotation marks in each sentence.

We do

I do

The words inside quotation marks are what  
someone said. A comma comes after said.
 The farmer said, “Shoo! Shoo!”

Moo!

Ruff!

Cluck!

Hee-haw!

Baa!

Oink!
Honk!

Quack!

Peep!

Meow!
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Remember, oo can stand for ∏ as in look. 

But don’t forget, oo and ew can stand for π as in soon and drew.

Underline the words with oo or ew. List the words with the sound ∏ below the picture 
of the book. List the words with the sound π below the moon.

We do

I do

It was a little before noon. All the kids were in the lunchroom.

Alf stood in line for hot lunch. The cook gave him his food. He hoped  
it was something soft, like noodles. He could not chew well because  
he had a tooth that was about to fall out. He looked in the bowl. It was 
stew. It smelled good. He got some on his spoon and blew on it. Then  
he took a bite. Chew, chew, ow! Out popped his tooth. It was cool!

1.  1.  6. 

2.  2.  7. 

3.  3.  8. 

4.  4.  9. 

5.  5.  10. 

b∏k mπn
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1.  1.  6. 

2.  2.  7. 

3.  3.  8. 

4.  4.  9. 

5.  5.  10. 

1.  Why do Tac and Oswald tease Alf and Toc?  
 Alf and Toc have lots of extra stuff. 
 Alf and Toc forgot their lunches. 
 Alf and Toc sat by the window on the bus.

2.  Why do Tac and Oswald hide in the cornstalks?  
 They don’t want to go on the hayride.   
 They are hiding from the goose, Baby.   
 They want to jump out at Toc and Alf.

3.  Why is Ms. Blossom cross with Tac and Oswald?

 

 

4.   What happens that makes Ms. Blossom say,  
“Now I see why they call this trip Fall on the Farm”?  

 Everyone falls off the hayride.   
 Tac and Oswald fall into the pond.   
 The apples fall off the trees.  

5.   Do you think Tac and Oswald like Baby, the goose?       Yes       No    
Why or why not?

 

 

Answer the questions about the stories on pages 104–113 of your Reader. 
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1.  an oran_e  pen_il
2.  a ni_e  _ity

3.  a lar_e  _iraffe
4.  a hu_e  _iant
5.  some _entle  mi_e
6.  a fan_y  bi_ycle
7.  a gara_e  with a fen_e

We do

I do

Soft c and soft g
When c is followed by i, e, or y, it sounds like s. 
When g is followed by i, e, or y, it often sounds like j.

cage fence giraffeface

Put c or g in each word. Put the item number next to the picture it describes.
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Spelling List

city

circle

nice

space

pencil

excited

age

page

huge

large

giant

gentle

 1.  2.  

 3.  4.  

 5.  6.  

 7.  8.  

 9.  10.  

  

  

a writing tool not hard or rough

sheet of paper a round shape

good or friendly not bored

a large town room to fit something

3 words for very big years lived

Write each spelling word below its definition.

Draw a picture to show 
the meaning of one of the 
spelling words. Write the 

word on the line.

I do

We do
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cape face track mice

page huge gave flags

center quick price fancy

magic gentle jogger giraffe

We do

I do

Remember, when c is followed by i, e, or y, it has a soft sound like s.

When g is followed by i, e, or y, it has a soft sound like j. 

1.

2.

3. 

4.

soft c as in city hard c as in cat
or g as in gum

soft g as in gym

Color the apples to show what sound c or g stands for in the word on each apple.
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We do

I do

Complete each sentence. Use the pink word that is a synonym for the word above the 
handwriting lines.  

 enjoyed skidded cross huge sweet terrible

Synonyms are words that have about the same meaning.

 small   little        happy   glad        talk   speak

1.  Ms. Blossom looked  when Tac and Oswald were late.

2.  Tac and Oswald felt  about missing the hayride.

3.  Baby the goose  chasing Tac and Oswald.

4.   Oswald and Tac  into the pond with a 

 splash.

5.   They realized Baby was not as  

 as she looked.

angry

liked

awful

slid

large

nice
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Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings.

big   little         happy   sad         soft   hard          up   down

Write an antonym for each word below.

 1. come  2. out 

 3. back  4. sick 

 5. good  6. first  

 7. bottom  8. quiet  

 9. open  10. wet 

 11. dirty  12. empty 

 13. easy  14. near 

 15. end  16. push 

 17. tall  18. shout 

We do

I do
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1.  The kids were  to go to the farm.

2. They drove to a farm outside of the  .

3.  At the farm, the kids went into a  barn.

4.  They met a goose that looked  , 

but really was not  !

 space pencil age circles page

Doc is taking a test. This is what it said to do:

5.  Put your name and  in the box 

at the top of the  .

6.  Then use a  to fill in the 

 by the correct answers.

7. Draw your plan in the  at the bottom.

We do

I do

Choose the correct spelling words from each group to complete the sentences.  
 gentle nice excited city large
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While is a word that tells you that two things  
are happening at once.            

Mom washed the dirty dishes while Cass  
dried the clean ones.

Read the beginning of each sentence in pink. Draw a line to the ending in black that tells what 
was happening at the same time. Underline while.

Let’s do the 
dishes together.

1.   Tac and Oswald were hiding  
in the cornstalks

2.   Ms. Gibson took the kids  
on the hayride

3.   While the rest of the kids were 
singing on the hayride,

4.   Ms. Blossom was  
running behind Baby

5.   Tac and Oswald were cold  
and hungry

6.   While the other kids were calling 
and feeding Baby,

7.   Tac and Oswald learned a lesson

while Ms. Blossom waited in  
the barnyard for Tac and Oswald.

Baby was chasing  
Tac and Oswald.

while the rest of the kids went  
back to the barnyard.

while the rest of the  
kids were enjoying lunch.

while Baby was chasing  
Tac and Oswald into the pond.

while they were on the farm trip.

Tac, Oswald, and Ms. Blossom  
stayed far away.

We do

I do
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